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Abstract

Modelling human mobility is crucial in several areas, from urban planning to
epidemic modelling, traffic forecasting, and what-if analysis. On the one hand,
existing models focus mainly on reproducing the spatial and temporal dimensions
of human mobility, while the social aspect, though it influences human
movements significantly, is often neglected. On other hand, those models that
capture some social aspects of human mobility have trivial and unrealistic spatial
and temporal mechanisms. In this paper, we propose STS-EPR, a modelling
framework that embeds mechanisms to capture the spatial, temporal and social
aspects together. Our experiments show that STS-EPR outperforms existing
spatial-temporal or social models on a set of standard mobility metrics, and that
it can be used with limited amount of information without any significant loss of
realism. STS-EPR, which is open-source and tested on open data, is a step
towards the design of a mechanistic models that can capture all the aspects of
human mobility in a comprehensive way.

Keywords: human mobility; generative models; synthetic trajectories; social
network; data science; mechanistic models

1 Introduction
Modeling the mechanisms that govern human mobility is of fundamental importance

in different disciplines, such as computational epidemiology, traffic forecasting, ur-

ban planning, and what-if analysis [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. First of all, mobility data sets

contain sensitive information about the individuals whose movements are described

[7, 8, 9], making them expensive and difficult to obtain from providers, and rarely

available publicly for scientific research. Individual mobility models, often referred

to as generative algorithms of human mobility [10, 5, 11], can reproduce synthetic

trajectories that are realistic in reproducing fundamental patterns of individual hu-

man mobility. A significant advantage of using generative models concerns the cost

and the time spent in the data collection, which is negligible with respect to the

acquisition of a real dataset. Moreover, using generative algorithms allows the sim-

ulation of the mobility for a set of agents in an unseen scenario, hence allowing

complex what-if analysis.

Most individual models focus on capturing the spatial and temporal patterns of

human mobility, such as the existence of a power-law distribution in jump lengths

[12, 4, 13] and in the characteristic spatial spread of an individual [4], a strong

tendency to return to locations they visited before [4] and a propensity to move fol-

lowing a circadian rhythm [2, 14]. However, the social dimension of human mobility

is often neglected, despite the fact that about 10-30% of human movements can be
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explained by social purposes [15]. The only model that takes into consideration the

social dimension is GeoSim [16], which contemplates a mechanism related to the

individual preference and social influence. Unfortunately, the temporal and spatial

mechanisms of GeoSim are not realistic, making the model incomplete and hardly

usable in practice.

In this paper, we propose STS-EPR, which combines the most realistic spatial,

temporal and social mechanisms into one modelling framework. Namely, STS-EPR

includes a mechanism that takes into account the spatial distance between locations

as well as the relevance of a location [3, 17]. Second, STS-EPR includes a temporal

mechanism based on a diary generator, a data-driven algorithm able to capture the

tendency of individuals to follow a circadian rhythm [2]. Finally, our model includes

social mechanisms inspired by GeoSim in order to model the social dimensions of

mobility, too [16]. Finally, we include novel mechanisms related to social popularity

and constraints in the location an agent can reach in a given time. We provide the

code to reproduce our model and conduct experiments on an open data sets, hence

making our work fully replicable and reproducible.

Our experiments on data describing the checkins of 1000 users in New York City

show that the generated trajectories are realistic with respect to the social, temporal

and mobility aspects, outperforming existing models on a set of standard mobility

metrics. We further validate the modeling ability of STS-EPR, simulating the mo-

bility of individuals moving in London, including in the model different levels of

knowledge concerning their mobility behaviors, demonstrating that our model can

be applied on different regions and with limited amount of information about that

region without any significant loss of realism.

Our model is a further step towards the design of a three-dimensional generative

models for human mobility, which combines the state-of-the-art spatial, temporal

and social mechanisms with action-correction mechanisms specifying with border-

line cases during the simulation.

2 Related Work
2.1 Human mobility patterns

The study of human mobility focuses on discovering and modeling the mechanisms

that rule the movements of individuals and groups of individuals. In the last decade,

researchers from several disciplines showed that that human mobility, far from being

random, follows well-defined statistical laws [10, 5].

The seminal work by Brockmann et al. [12] analyzes nation-wide trajectories of

dollar bills and finds that the distribution of the distance between two consecutive

positions of a banknote follows a power-law. Subsequent studies confirm this finding

on nation-wide trajectories of mobile-phone users [4] and region-wide trajectories of

private vehicles [13, 17]. González et al. [4] find that, on nation-wide mobile phone

data, the empirical distribution of the radius of gyration, the characteristic distance

traveled by an individual, can be approximated with a truncated power-law; a

statistical law confirmed on region-wide trajectories of private vehicles [13, 17].

Song et al. [3] find that the distribution of time between two displacements of an

individual (waiting time), can be described by a truncated power-law and that the

potential predictability of an individual’s mobility is high [18]. Other laws regard
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the existence of the returners and explorers dichotomy [17] and the conservation of

the number of locations visited by an individual in a period of time [19].

Another strand of research demonstrates a strong relationship between human

mobility and social ties [16, 20, 15, 21, 22]. First of all, friends have a higher prob-

ability of living or working together or having the same hobbies, increasing their

mobility similarity compared with strangers [21]. Moreover, individuals are more

likely to visit a location right after a friend has visited the same location, and the

probability drops off following a power-law function [15]. Cho et al. [15] show that

the probability for an individual to visit a friend remains constant as a function of

the distance; Wang et al. [20] find that individuals with a similar visitation pattern

are more likely to establish a social link.

2.2 Generative models

Building upon the above findings, many models have been proposed which try to

reproduce the statistical laws of human mobility. For this paper’s sake, we are

interested in mechanistic generative models of human mobility [10].

The seminal paper by Song et al. [18] proposes the exploration and preferential

return (EPR) model. EPR relies on two mechanisms: exploration and preferen-

tial return. The exploration mechanism is a random walk process with truncated

power-law jump size distribution. The preferential return mechanism reproduces

the propensity of humans to return to locations they visited before. If an agent

returns to a previously visited location, it selects the location to visit with prob-

ability proportional to the number of times the agent visited that location. An

agent in the model selects to explore a new location with probability Pexp, which

decreases as the agent visits more and more locations. With complementary prob-

ability Pret = 1− Pexp, the agent returns to a previously visited location.

Several studies subsequently improved the EPR model by adding increasingly

sophisticated mechanisms to reproduce statistical laws more realistically. In the

d-EPR model [23], an agent visits a new location depending on both its distance

from the current position and collective relevance. In the recency-EPR model [24],

the preferential return phase includes information about the recency of location

visits. In the memory-EPR model [19], during the exploration mechanism, the agent

selects a location with probability proportional to the number of times it visited

that location in the previous M days. EPR and its extension focus on the spatial

aspect of human mobility, neglecting to reproduce realistic temporal patterns. For

example, the displacements of individuals are not uniformly distributed during the

day but follow the circadian rhythm, a property that is not captured by EPR-like

models. Two refined models, namely TimeGeo [25] and DITRAS [2], overcome this

problem by including a more sophisticated temporal mechanism.

TimeGeo [25] is a mechanistic modeling framework to generate individual mobility

trajectories with realistic spatio-temporal properties. TimeGeo models the temporal

dimension using a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain that captures the circadian

propensity to travel and the likelihood of arranging short and consecutive activities

[25]. It integrates the temporal mechanism with a rank-based version of the EPR

model (r-EPR), which assigns a rank to each unvisited location during the selection

of a new location to visit, depending on its distance from the trip origin [25].
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DITRAS (DIary-based TRAjectory Simulator) [2] generates the trajectories using

two probabilistic models: a diary generator and a trajectory generator. The diary

generator is a Markov model trained on mobility trajectory data of real individuals,

which captures the probability for individuals to follow or break their routine at

specific times [2]; the diary generator builds a mobility diary with abstract locations

for each agent in the simulation. The trajectory generator is an algorithm that, given

a weighted spatial tessellation, translates the abstract locations in physical locations

using the d-EPR model [3].

Despite the link between human mobility and social ties, the only mechanistic

model that tries to reproduce the socio-mobility patterns is GeoSim [16]. GeoSim

takes into account both the mobility and the social dimension, although incorporat-

ing a trivial temporal mechanism. GeoSim introduces two mechanisms in addition

to the explore and preferential return ones: individual preference and social influ-

ence. The agent has to decide if its next displacements are influenced or not by its

social contact, respectively, with probability α and 1− α.

Position of our work. An overview of the literature cannot avoid noticing the lack

of generative models able to reproduce the spatial, temporal, and social dimen-

sions at the same time. On the one hand, GeoSim can capture important patterns

describing the link between mobility and sociality, but cannot reproduce realistic

spatio-temporal patterns. On the other hand, TimeGeo and DITRAS well repro-

duce spatial and temporal patterns but neglect the social dimension. In this paper,

we build the STS-EPR model combining the mechanisms of existing mechanistic

models to reproduce the three dimensions of human mobility.

3 Modeling Spatial, Temporal and Social patterns
We define a mobility trajectory as a sequence T = 〈(r1, t1), . . . , (rn, tn)〉 where ti is

a timestamp such that ∀i ∈ [1, n) ti < ti+1 and ri is defined as (xi, yi) where the

components are coordinates on a bi-dimensional space. In particular, we assume

that individuals move on a weighted spatial tessellation L, representing the tiling

of a bi-dimensional space, resulting in a non-overlapped set of locations. Every

location has a weight corresponding to its relevance at a global level [2], and it

has a representative point; generally, the centroid of the tile expressed as a pair of

coordinates. L = 〈(r1, w1), . . . , (rn, wn)〉 where wj is the weight of the tile j and rj

is the representative point of the tile j. We represent the visitation pattern of an

individual a as a vector lva of |L| elements, called location vector, where |L| is the

total number of locations. The j-th element of the location vector, lva[j], contains

the number of times a visited the location rj . We also assume that the individual’s

network of contacts G influences their movements. G = (V,E) is a graph in which

V indicates the set of individuals and E the set of social ties between individuals.

To capture the spatial, temporal, and social patterns simultaneously, we create

STS-EPR.

3.1 STS-EPR

The spatial, temporal and social EPR model (STS-EPR) extends the EPR model

by including the social dimension, taking in to account the fact that social purposes
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Mobility Diary Generator

〈(ab0, t1), (ab1, t2), . . . (abj , tj+1), (ab0, tj+2), . . . )〉

if agent moves

explore

individual

1− α

social

α

ρS−γ

return

individual

1− α

social

α

1− ρS−γ

Figure 1 A schematic description of the initialization and action selection phase of the considered
models. The individual first decides whether to explore a new location or return to a previously
visited one. Then the agent determines if its social contacts will affect or not its choice for the
location to visit next.

can explain about 10-30% of the human movements [15]; and improving the tempo-

ral dimension, to accurately reproduce the distribution of the number of movements

during the day. STS-EPR can simulate the mobility N agents, based on an undi-

rected graph G modeling their sociality, a weighted spatial tessellation L modeling

the geographic space, and a mobility diary generator MDG modeling daily mobility

schedules.

STS-EPR consists of three phases: initialization, action selection, and location

selection (Figure 1). After the initialization phase, the agents execute the action

selection and location selection phases until a stopping criterion is satisfied (e.g.,

the number of hours to simulate is reached).

Initialization phase. In the initialization phase, the N agents are connected in

an undirected graph G, describing the social links between agents. The weight

assigned to each edge represents the mobility similarity between the linked agents.

For each agent in the simulation, the model assigns a mobility diary produced by

the mobility diary generator MDG, a Markov model trained on mobility trajectory

data of real individuals, which captures the probability for individuals to follow or

break their routine at specific times [2]. The diary generator builds a mobility diary

with abstract locations for each agent in the simulation. A mobility diary MD for

an agent a is defined as:

MDa = 〈(ab0, t1), (ab1, t2), . . . (abj , tj+1), (ab0, tj+2), . . . )〉 (1)
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Where ab is an abstract location, ab0 denotes the home location of the agent a, ti is

a timestamp and the visits between two home locations are called run. The physical

locations visited by an agent during a run must be distinct from each other, but the

physical location resulting from the mapping of abi can be different in different runs.

The abstract location ab0 is assigned randomly to a physical location rj ∈ L. Each

agent will move according to the entries in its mobility diary at the time specified;

if the current abstract location is ab0, the agent visits the home location, otherwise

converts the abstract location into a physical one through the action and location

selection steps.

Action selection phase. When an agent moves, it first decides whether to explore

a new location or return to a previously visited one by selecting one of two compet-

ing mechanisms: exploration and preferential return. The exploration mechanism

models the scaling law presented by Song et al. [3]: the tendency to explore new

locations decreases over time. Preferential return reproduces individuals’ significant

propensity to return to locations they explored before [3, 2, 23]. An agent explores

a new location with probability Pexp = ρS−γ , or returns to a previously visited

location with a complementary probability Pret = 1−ρS−γ , where S is the number

of unique locations visited by the individual and ρ = 0.6, γ = 0.21 are constants

[3]. When the agent returns, it selects a location with a probability proportional to

its visitation frequency.

At that point, independently of the spatial mechanism selected, the agent deter-

mines if the choice of the location to visit is affected or not by the other agents

involved in the simulation, selecting between the individual and the social influence

mechanisms. With a probability α = 0.2 [16], the agent’s social contacts influence

their movement. With a complementary probability of 1 − α, the agent selects a

location without the influence of the visitation pattern of the other agents.

Location selection phase After the agent selected one of the four possible combi-

nations of the spatial and social mechanisms, it decides which location will be the

destination of its next displacement. For an agent a, we define the sets containing

the indices of the locations a can explore or return respectively, as follows:

expa = {i | lva[i] = 0} (2)

reta = {i | lva[i] > 0} (3)

The frequency of visits of an individual a relative to a location ri is referred as

fa(ri) = lva[i]∑|L|
j=1 lva[j]

.

• Spatial Exploration: During the spatial exploration, an agent a chooses a

new location to explore from the set expa. The power-law behavior of the

probability density function of the jump length suggests that individuals are

more likely to move at small rather than long distances. Individuals take into
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account also the relevance of a location at a collective level together with the

distance from their current location [2]. The method used for coupling both

the distance and the relevance is the same used in the d-EPR model [23]:

the use of a gravity law. Its accuracy justifies the gravity model’s usage in

estimating origin-destination matrices even at the country level [23]. An agent

a currently at location rj , during the Exploration-Individual action selects an

unvisited location ri, with i ∈ expa, with probability p(ri) ∝ wiwj

d2ij
where dij

is the geographic distance between location ri and rj and wi, wj represent

their relevance.

• Social Exploration: In the social exploration action, an agent a selects an

agent c among its social contacts. The probability p(c) for a social contact c to

be selected is directly proportional to the mobility-similarity between them:

p(c) ∝ mobsim(a, c). After the contact c is chosen, the candidate location to

explore is an unvisited location for the agent a that was visited by the agent

c, more formally the location is selected from the set A = expa ∩ retc; the

probability p(ri) for a location ri, with i ∈ A, to be selected is proportional

to the visitation pattern of the agent c, namely p(ri) ∝ fc(ri).
• Individual Return: In the individual return action, an agent a picks the

return location from the set reta with a probability directly proportional to

its visitation pattern. The probability for a location ri with i ∈ reta to be

chosen is: p(ri) ∝ fa(ri).

• Social Return: The contact c is selected as in the Exploration-Social action,

while the set where the location is selected from is defined as A = reta ∩ retc;
the probability p(ri) for a location ri to be selected is proportional to the

visitation pattern of the agent c, namely p(ri) ∝ fc(ri).

3.2 Additional features

To make STS-EPR more realistic, we include some additional features that model

crucial aspects of human mobility in different and more complex scenarios.

Relevance-based Starting Locations. Given a weighted spatial tessellation L, during

the initialization phase, the agents are assigned to a starting location ri with a

probability p(ri) ∝ 1
|L| . With the introduction of the concept of relevance at a

collective level for a location, we assign the agents at the starting location following

the RSL principle (Relevance-based Starting Locations): the probability p(ri) for an

agent of being assigned to a starting location ri is ∝ wi, where wi is the relevance

of the location at a collective level.

Reachable locations. When an agent is allowed to move, it is associated with wait-

ing time, specified in the mobility diary of the agent. The agent associated with

a waiting time ∆t cannot physically visit every location. Realistically, the agent

should consider only the locations it can reach moving at a certain speed for the

picked amount of time. We define speedagent as the typical speed of an individual

and I as the set of all the locations the agent can visit, the set R of the reachable

locations for an agent starting from the location rj is computed as follows:

R = {i ∈ I | dist(rj , ri) ≤ distmax} (4)
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where distmax = ∆t · speedagent

Social Choice by Degree. When an agent a performs a social action, selects a

contact c with a probability p(c) ∝ mobsim(a, c). The choice of social contact is

personal for the agent; in fact, it is determined using only individual information,

and no collective information is considered. During a social return, the selection

process is the same as in the STS-EPR model. Instead, in social exploration, the

contact is determined using its popularity at the collective level. The popularity

pop of an individual u within a social graph G is defined as:

pop(u,G) = deg(u,G) (5)

where the degree of a node n in the graph G is denoted as deg(n,G). In the social

exploration, an agent a selects a social contact c with probability p(c) ∝ pop(c,G).

When an individual decides to explore a new location with a friend’s influence, a

popular friend will be more likely to influence its decision than an unpopular one,

even if their mobility patterns are very different. For example, an event promoter

(generally a popular node within a social graph) has a high probability of influencing

one of its contacts, during the selection of the next location to explore, even though

they can have different mobility behaviors. In contrast, when an individual decides

to return at an already visited location with the influence of its social contacts, it

is reasonable to think that the contact’s choice is conducted using individual infor-

mation. During the return action, individuals follow their routines. Consequently,

they are more likely to select a contact with a similar mobility pattern.

Action-correction phase. The set of possible locations an agent can reach from the

current one is limited and, in some extreme cases, can be empty. As an example,

the agent cannot reach far away locations that would reached at unrealistic speeds.

It may also happen that all locations on the spatial tessellation have been visited

at least once, and so there are no new locations to explore. To comply with these

constraints, we include an action-correction phase, which is executed after the lo-

cation selection phase, if the latter is too restrictive and does not allow movements

in any location.

• No new location to explore: When an agent a performs the selection action

phase (Figure 1) and decides to explore individually an unvisited location, it

selects the location from the set expa (Equation 2). In case the agent visited

all the locations on the spatial tessellation at least once, no choice can be

made since expa = ∅. We deal with this case correcting the action (Figure 2)

of the agent from Exploration-Individual to Return-Individual, preserving in

this way the choice of performing the location selection without any influence

of its social contacts.

• No location in social choices: If an agent a decides to move with the

influence of a social contact c, and the set A computed for the relative action

A = reta ∩ retc or A = expa ∩ retc is empty, we correct the action from the

current to Return-Individual (Figure 2).
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• No reachable locations: When an individual is allowed to move, it is asso-

ciated with a waiting time ∆t, and it can reach the locations in the set R (Eq.

3.2). The set R may be empty even if I 6= ∅, meaning there is no location

the agent can visit within the radius distmax but the set of possible choices

is not empty. If the agent was performing an exploration, a new ∆t1 > ∆t

is selected to expand the area the agent can cover during its displacement.

After picking the new waiting time the set R is computed, if R = ∅ then

a new ∆t2 > ∆t1 is picked, (this procedure is repeated for a maximum of

nmax time) and an Exploration-Individual action is performed with the new

waiting time. If the agent was performing a Return-Social action or in the

case the incrementing of the waiting time was performed nmax times, then

the action is corrected with a Return-Individual; note that Return-Individual

can not fail, since the agent can always return in its current location rj from

the moment that dist(rj , rj) = 0 (Figure 3).

• Run in the Mobility Diary: In the mobility diary the locations visited by

an agent during a run (defined as the visits between two home return) must

be distinct from each other. Given a run d = 〈ab1, ab2, . . . , abn〉 of length n, all

the abstract locations abi ∈ d must be assigned to distinct physical locations,

the mapping between the abstract locations in d and the real locations in L

must be injective. The injectivity of the mapping can not always be guaran-

teed: the location selection can fail due to the three cases presented above.

With the use of the mobility diary, also the Individual-Return action can fail,

since the agent can not even visit its current location.

In the action correction phase (Figure 4), if a social choice cannot be com-

pleted, the next action executed is the action with the same mechanism per-

formed without the influence of social contacts. In the case an individual action

can not be performed, the complementary individual action is performed. If

even the complementary individual action fails, the agent returns to the home

location. When an agent returns to the home location due to action failure

during the assignment of the abstract location abj ∈ d, the run d is splitted

in d1 = 〈ab1, . . . , abj〉, d2 = 〈abj+1, . . . , abn〉 and the agent start the mapping

of the new run d2.

4 Results
In this chapter, we show the results of the experiments that simulate the mobility

of 1,001 agents in the urban area of New York City for an observation period of

three months. We compare the synthetic trajectories with the trajectories of the

real individuals moving in the same city for the same number of months. We use a

set of well-known mobility measures to assess the similarity between the two sets

of trajectories.

4.1 Mobility Measures

We can classify the socio-mobility measures along the spatial, temporal, and social

dimensions [14]. All the measures, except the social one, are computed through the

scikit-mobility [1] library [26].

[1]https://github.com/scikit-mobility

https://github.com/scikit-mobility
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if fails

Return-Individual

Return-Social

Exploration-Individual

Exploration-Social

Figure 2 A description of the action correction routine in the case the agent can neither explore
nor perform a social choice. The green rectangle denotes a starting state while the light blue a
final state. When one of the already mentioned action fails, a Return-Individual is executed; the
individual return at an already visited location can always be performed since the set reta
contains always at least one element, the starting location of the individual.

Jump Length

A key factor in modeling human mobility is the distance an individual travels in an

amount of time. Given a trajectory, the jump length ∆r is the geographical distance

between two consecutive locations visited by an individual u [4, 13]:

∆r = dist(ri, ri+1) (6)

where ri and ri+1 are two consecutive spatial points in the trajectory of u and dist

is the distance on the spherical earth between two points.

Radius of Gyration

The radius of gyration rg(u) describes the typical distance traveled by an individual

during the period of observation. It characterizes the spatial spread of the locations

visited by the individual u from the locations’ center of mass rcm [4, 17].

rg(u) =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

dist(ri(u), rcm(u))2 (7)

where N is the number of locations in the trajectory of the individual u and the

center of mass rcm = 1
N

∑N
i=1 ri.

Visits per Location

A useful measure to understand how individuals move in a physical space is the

number of visits per location. This quantity describes the relevance of a location,

namely the attractiveness at a collective level.
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if fails

Return-Individual

Return-Social

Exploration-Individual

Exploration-Social

Exploration-Individual

i = 0

i = 0

i++

if i ≤ n max

pick ∆t

if i > n max

Figure 3 In the action correction routine designed for handling cases where the agent can not
reach any of the possible locations, if the individual was performing an exploration action a new
waiting time, greater than the current one, is picked; if it still can not reach any location the
latter procedure is repeated at most nmax times. If the agent was performing a Return-Social
action or after nmax increments, the action is corrected with a Return-Individual;
Return-Individual can always be performed since the agent can return in its current location rj
from the moment that dist(rj , rj) = 0.

Location Frequency

Humans exhibit a strong tendency to return to locations they visited before [4].

The location frequency f(ri) measures the probability of visiting a location ri:

f(ri) =
n(ri)

nu
(8)

where n(ri) is the number of visits to location ri and nu is the total number of

points in the trajectory of the individual u.

One method to describe the importance of a location for an individual u is the

concept of location’s rank; a location ri has rank k if it is the k-th most visited

location by an individual u.

Waiting Time

The waiting time ∆t is defined as the elapsed time between two consecutive points

in the mobility trajectory of an individual u, or equivalently as the time spent in a

location:

∆t = ti+1 − ti (9)

Uncorrelated Entropy

The uncorrelated entropy gives an estimation of the predictability of the movements

of an individual u [18]:

Eunc(u) = −
Nu∑
i=1

pu(i) log2(pu(i)) (10)
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Return-Social

Exploration-Social

Exploration-Individual

Return-Individual Exploration-Individual

Return-Individual

Home Location

if fails

Figure 4 In the action correction routine, in order to guarantee the injective mapping of the
abstract location visited during a run, if the agent was executing a social choice the action is
corrected in an individual one, preserving the mechanism selected. If an individual action can not
be performed the complementary one is executed, if it fails then the agent returns home.

where Nu is the number of distinct locations visited by u and pu(i) is the historical

probability that location i was visited by user u.

Activity per Hour

The movements of individuals are not distributed uniformly during the hours of the

day. Humans’ actions follow a circadian rhythm [2, 14]; people tend to be stationary

during the night hours while they preferentially move at specific times of the day,

for example, to reach the workplace or return home. To measure this distinctiveness

of human mobility, we compute the number of movements made by the individuals

at every hour of the day.

Mobility Similarity

Several studies demonstrate the correlation between human mobility and sociality

[16, 20, 15, 21, 22]; the movements of friends are more similar than those of strangers,

mainly because we are more likely to visit a location if a social contact explored that

location before. Furthermore, individuals with a similar visitation pattern are more

likely to establish a social link. We define the mobility similarity mobsim between

two individuals ui, uj as the cosine-similarity of their location vectors lvi, lvj .

mobsim(ui, uj) =
lvi · lvj
‖lvi‖‖lvj‖

(11)

4.2 Statistical similarity

We quantify the statistical similarity between the distributions of the human mo-

bility measures of the generated and the real trajectories using five metrics: [25, 2].
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• RMSE: The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between a ground truth dis-

tribution p and a synthetic distribution q is defined as:

RMSE(p, q) =

√∑n
i=1(pi − qi)2

n
(12)

where qi ∈ q, pi ∈ p and the number of observations in both the distributions

is n.

• Kullback–Leibler divergence: The Kullback–Leibler divergence (KL) be-

tween a ground truth distribution p and a synthetic distribution q quantifies

how much information is lost when q is used to approximate p.

KL(p ‖ q) =

n∑
i=1

pi log

(
pi
qi

)
(13)

• Hellinger distance: The Hellinger distance (H) measure the distance be-

tween two distributions p and q.

H(p, q) =
1√
2

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
√
pi −

√
qi)2 (14)

• Pearson’s correlation coefficient: The Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)

is a measure of the linear relationship between two set of observations p and

q.

rpq =

∑n
i=1(pi − p̄)(qi − q̄)√∑n

i=1(pi − p̄)2
√∑n

i=1(qi − q̄)2
(15)

where p̄ and q̄ are the mean values of p and q respectively.

• Spearman’s Rank correlation coefficient: The Spearman’s Rank correla-

tion coefficient (ρ) measure the monotonic relationships (linear or non-linear)

while Pearson’s correlation measure only linear relationships.

ρpq = 1− 6

∑n
i=1(rk(pi)− rk(qi))

2

n(n2 − 1)
(16)

where rk(pi) is the rank of value pi in the sorted list (p1, ..., pn), analogously

rk(qi).

4.3 Dataset

We compare the trajectories generated by STS-EPR with real trajectories obtained

from an LBSN (Location-Based Social Network) data set collected by Yang et al.

[22]. The data set contains a set of global-scale check-ins gathered from Foursquare

over 22 months (from April 2012 to January 2014). A check-in describes a user’s

real-time position with its social contacts. In Foursquare, the check-ins made by

a user are not publicly available; despite this, many users share their check-ins on

Twitter to make them public. The authors of the dataset collected the Foursquare
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check-ins from Twitter by searching the Foursquare hashtag [22]. The dataset is

associated with a lookup dataset for the locations, and with a snapshot of the

social network obtained from Twitter, antecedent at the collection period.

The LBSN dataset DFS [22], contains 90,048,627 check-ins made by 2,733,324

users all around the globe. The attributes of DFS are an anonymized user iden-

tifier, an identifier of the location where the user made the check-in, the UTC

(Coordinated Universal Time) when the check-in occurred, and the location’s time-

zone offset (Table 1). A lookup dataset Dloc associates the location’s identifier with

the respective coordinates and other information. LBSN datasets allow the recon-

struction of the mobility of an individual considering the check-ins as points in the

individual’s trajectories.

(a)
user id location id UTC time timezone

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

268846 42872fd9b60caeb Tue Apr 03 18:27:37 2012 -240
377500 3c38c65be1b8c04 Tue Apr 03 18:27:38 2012 -240
248657 1855f964a520be3 Tue Apr 03 18:27:38 2012 -240

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

(b)
location id latitude longitude category cc

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
42872fd9b60caeb 41.660393 -83.615227 College Cafeteria US
6200f964a520ee3 40.722206 -73.981720 Theater US
9cadf964a521fe3 44.972814 -93.235313 Student Center US

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

Table 1 An example of records for the dataset DFS (a) and the lookup dataset Dloc (b), In Dloc

the location id is associated with the coordinates, the category and the country code.

We create the mobility dataset DNY C ⊂ DFS relative at the area of New York

City performing a join between DFS and Dloc on the attribute location id, ob-

taining all the displacements made by the individuals in New York City, associated

with the relative coordinates. Before performing the join, we apply some filters to

obtain only the check-ins in NYC and to reduce the number of records in DFS

and Dloc, avoiding a computationally expensive operation. The resulting dataset

DFS loc is composed of 925,289 check-ins relative to 80,146 users. After converting

the UTC in the time of New York City, we remove all the users not included in

the snapshot of the social graph G scraped from Twitter. Of the 80,146 users only

8,452 appear in G (10.5%). In the next filter operation, we take only the check-ins

of the 8,452 users performed during a period of three months, from April 2012 to

July 2012, in this period of observation the check-ins made by the filtered users are

80,032. Then, we substitute the fast check-ins, defined as a set of check-ins such that

the time difference between them is less or equal than t = 7s, with a single check-in

where the coordinates and timestamp are the averages of the respective attributes

for the fast check-ins. Then, we select only the users with mobility (at least two

check-ins) and the users who appear in at least one edge with another of the filtered

users. After the latter filtering operations, the users left are 1,780. We removed the

users not in the main component of the social graph G (considering only the edges

between the 1,780 users). The final dataset, DNY C , contains 37,489 check-ins made
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by 1,001 connected users during an observation period of three months (April 2012

to July 2012).

We analyzed the probability density functions (PDF) of the measures presented in

Section 4.1, to check whether or not the obtained trajectories ∈ DNY C present the

significant analytical proprieties of individuals’ displacement. The distribution of

the number of check-ins per user is heavy-tailed (Figure 6). This behavior is typical

of the LBSN datasets [22]. The movements of the individuals in New York City are

not highly predictable, as attested by the uncorrelated entropy measure (Figure 6).

The jump length confirms the tendency of individuals to move at small rather

than long distances [12, 4], as we can see from Figure 6(c) individuals in the area

of NYC move rarely at distances greater than ≈ 22km. The distribution of the

radius of gyration (Figure 6(d)) shows that the typical spatial spread of individuals’

displacements is likely to be included between 1 and 7 km.

The probability for an individual to visit a location of rank i (Figure 6(a)), namely

the location frequency, follows a distinctive distribution of this measure, the Zipf

law [4]. The number of visits per each location, which correspond to the relevance

of a tessellation, results in a power-law distribution (Figure 6(f)); most locations

have a few visits while only rare locations receive a significant number of visits [2].

Figure 5 shows a heatmap of the check-ins ∈ DNY C .

The distribution of the time spent in a location, for the 1,001 individuals, during

the three months follows a power law [2, 14] (Figure 7). Humans’ actions follow a

circadian rhythm [2, 14]: the activity per hour measures, depicts the non-uniform

distribution of the movements of individuals during the hours of a day (Figure 7).

We compute the mobility similarity for the users connected in G and for a random

graph with the same number of nodes and edges. As Figure 7(c) shows, the mobility

similarity within users connected in the social graph is generally higher than the

ones of random pairs of users. This result confirms the correlation between human

mobility and sociality: the movements of friends are more similar than those of

strangers [16, 20, 15, 21].

4.4 Social Graph

The social graph G, a snapshot relative to March 2012 of the social connections

among a subset of the users in DFS , obtained from Twitter, is composed of 114,324

nodes and 363,704 edges. During the data preprocessing, we filter G several times,

obtaining a new graph GNY C (Figure 8); it is an undirected and connected graph,

with 1,001 nodes which represent the users and 1,755 edges which represent the

social connections between users. The graph’s statistical properties follow the well-

know significant properties of social graphs; the node degree distribution follows a

power-law, and the average path length is 5.154 (≈ 6 in social graphs according

to Karamshuk et al. [14]). The density and average node degree are respectively

4 · 10−3 and 3.506.

4.5 Weighted Spatial Tessellation

To partition the area of New York City into a discrete number of relevant and non-

overlapped locations, we used a weighted spatial squared tessellation L. The first

consideration is that some of the locations are in the water area of New York City
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A

B

C

D

Figure 5 The heatmap relative at the 37,489 check-ins made by 1,001 individuals during an
observation period of three months (April 2012 to July 2012) in New York City. There is a high
concentration of check-ins in the borough of Manhattan (A) and in its surroundings (upper part
of Brooklyn (B) and of Queens (C)); this high concentration of check-ins in that area can be
explained mainly because Manhattan is the most densely populated of the five boroughs of New
York City; another reason is that Manhattan is the touristic center of New York City, it contains
attractive locations such as Times Square, Central Park, the Empire State Build, Statue of Liberty,
Wall Street, One World Trade Center, and many others. Another area of dense check-ins is the
one that is associated to the JFK airport (D). The distribution of the check-ins in the physical
space can be considered as a continuous and non-aggregated form of relevance, from the moment
that the relevance of a location is computed as the number of check-ins made in that location.

and, consequently, they are unreachable for the agents in our models. We exclude

these locations obtaining a new tessellation LLAND ⊆ L since we consider only

displacements within land locations. We compute the relevance wi of each location

ri ∈ LLAND as the total number of check-ins in DNY C made in that location by

the individuals; we assigned a default relevance of 0.1 at the locations without any

associated check-in. We compute another subset of locations, LREL ⊆ LLAND defined

as follows:

LREL = {ri ∈ LLAND | wi ≥ 1} (17)

We build the tessellations LLAND and LREL for different levels of granularity, we select

the side s, in meters, of the squared tiles from the set {250, 500, 750, 1000, 2000};
a tessellation with locations of side s is referred as LLAND(s) or LREL(s). Table 2

shows the number of locations in each tessellation.

4.6 Experimental settings

We generate the synthetic trajectories simulating for three months the displace-

ments of 1,001 individuals connected in the graph GNYC, moving in the urban
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Figure 6 The distributions of the number of check-ins per user (a), uncorrelated entropy (b),
jump length and (c) radius of gyration (d), for the filtered data set DNYC. The distributions of the
location frequency (e) and visits per location (f) for the dataset DNYC computed with a weighted
squared tessellation with size 1000 meters.
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Figure 7 The distributions of waiting time (a) and activity per hour (b) for DNYC. In (b), note
how the circadian rhythm of the individuals presents three peaks at hours corresponding to the
following activities: reach the workplace (8-9 am), work lunch break (12am-1pm) and return home
(6-7pm). (c) Probability density function of the mobility similarity, computed among the pair of
users connected in the social graph GNYC (blue solid line) and for random pairs of users not
connected in the social graph (red dotted line). (d) Distribution of the node degree for the social
graph GNYC.

area of New York City, represented through the tessellation LREL presented in Sec-

tion 4.5. During the experiments, we compare the trajectories generated by STS-

EPR with the ones generated from GeoSim and two extensions of it: GeoSimd and

GeoSimgravity. In the first proposed extension, GeoSimd, we introduce into GeoSim

a mechanism that takes into account the distance from the current location and the

location to explore. In the second extension, GeoSimgravity, we take into account the

relevance of a location together with the distance from the current location using a

gravity-law. More information and technical details on the proposed extensions can

be found in the Appendix. Each of the proposed extensions is instantiated with the
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Figure 8 A visualization of the social graph GNYC. The size of a node is proportional to the
degree, as well as the color that varies from purple to yellow.

tile size |L| |LLAND| |LREL|
250 m 34,408 23,740 2,893
500 m 8,745 6,285 1,604
750 m 3,951 2,918 1,082

1000 m 2,256 1,709 800
2000 m 596 475 333

Table 2 The number of locations for each tile size for the tessellation L, LLAND and LREL.

additional features RSL and the action correction phase[2]. The Markov model of

STS-EPR, relative to the mobility diary generator, is trained on the displacements

of the individuals included in the dataset DNYC. For each model we use the weighted

spatial tessellations LREL for different levels of granularity, we select the side s in

meters from the set {250, 500, 750, 1000, 2000}. In the experimental phase, for each

model and for each tessellation we make five executions, to collect the mean and

the standard deviation for each mobility measure, resulting from the comparison of

the synthetic trajectories with the trajectories of real individuals.

The experiments show that the role of both the model mechanisms and the tessel-

lation granularity is crucial to produce realistic trajectories. The probability density

function of the spatial measures computed over the generated trajectories, shapes

according to the mechanism used in the generative model. For what concerns the

jump length (Figure 10), in GeoSim, no mechanism takes into account the spatial

distance between locations, consequently, the model can not even replicate cor-

rectly the monotonicity of the distribution. In GeoSimd, with the introduction of

a mechanism that models the spatial distance between locations, the probability

density function of the jump length follows the power-law behavior; the tendency

of the individuals to move at small rather than long distances is preserved. How-

[2]We tried to include also the other additional features during the experiments,

namely reachable locations and social choice by degree, but they did not improve

the performance of the generative models.
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ever, taking into account only the distance is not sufficient, GeoSimd underestimates

small-distance trips and overestimates long-distance trips. With the introduction of

the gravity model, GeoSimgravity generates trajectories that reproduce the distribu-

tion of distances accurately, although slightly overestimating small displacements.

To reproduce the jump length distribution accurately, as shown in Figure 10, the

granularity of the tessellation plays a crucial role together with the mechanism

used in the generative model. With a fine-grained weighted spatial tessellation, the

model generates more realistic trajectories (Figure 9 shows a real and a synthetic

trajectory).

(a) (b)

Figure 9 A spatial representation of the trajectory of a real individual (a) and a synthetic
individual (b); the latter is generated using the STS-EPR with the weighted spatial tessellation
LREL(250). Figures generated with scikit-mobility [26].

The considerations made for the jump length also hold for the radius of gyration;

the typical spatial spread of the agents is mechanism and tessellation dependent

(Figure 10). With every introduction of a more sophisticated mechanism the models

generate more realistic synthetic trajectories. STS-EPR produces the most accurate

trajectories, outperforming GeoSimgravity in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence

despite both use the gravity law. This can be due to the fact that the number of

check-ins per user using the diary generator is similar to the real ones, while the

other models overestimate this measure, as shown in Figure 14(a). None of the

proposed models are able to reproduce correctly the radius of gyration for values

smaller than 1km.

The location frequency distribution of the real data is better reproduced by STS-

EPR (Figure 11(a)); STS-EPR underestimates the location frequency of the top

ten locations visited by the individuals. For this measure the use of the fine-grained

tessellation does not ensure better results; all the weighted spatial tessellation with

size ≤ 1000 m produce good result in terms of KL-divergence (order of 10−3 for

different models) as shown by the plot in Figure 11(b).

The distribution of the visits per location, equivalent at the relevance of each

location, for the generated trajectories changes according to the individual explo-

ration mechanism used in the model. The introduction of more sophisticated mech-

anisms produces trajectories with a more realistic number of visits per location.
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Figure 10 The probability density function of the jump length (a) for the real trajectories and for
each of the proposed spatial mechanisms computed with the tessellation LREL(250). The
Kullback-Leibler divergence (b) for each model and for each granularity of the weighted spatial
tessellation. None of the presented models can reproduce the radius of gyration for small values
(c). The Kullback-Leibler divergence for each model and for each granularity of the weighted
spatial tessellation (d).

Both GeoSim and GeoSimd underestimate the number of locations with less than

30 and 50 visits respectively (Figure 11(c)). With the introduction of the gravity

law and the concept of relevance, GeoSimgravity and STS-EPR replicates accurately

the power-law behavior of the number of visits per location. The choice of the spa-

tial partition is crucial for the number of visits; for the baseline model as well as

GeoSimd and GeoSimgravity the tessellation used does not play a crucial role: all

the tessellation with granularity ≤ 1000m produce similar results. In STS-EPR the

results are better with a tessellation > 250m because the agents perform a small

number of displacement. Consequently, an aggregated number of visits considering

larger locations are more similar to the real one.

The time spent in a location, namely the waiting time, has a minimum temporal

resolution of one hour for the proposed model, since minwt = 1. Since in the real

distribution of the waiting time, there are values < 1h, to compare the synthetic and
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Figure 11 The probability density function of the top 20 locations visited by an individual (a) and
the Kullback-Leibler divergence for each model and tessellation granularity; in this case a fine
granularity does not ensure better result. The models without the gravity law mechanism
overestimate the number of visits per location (c). The tessellation does not play a crucial role
except for the STS-EPR model.

the real distributions we consider three cases: (i) we compare the distributions as

we do with the other measures (Figure 12(a)); (ii) we cut from the real distribution

the waiting times < 1h (Figure 12(b)); and (iii) we map all the values < 1h in 1h,

preserving the number of points in the distribution (Figure 12(c)). All the models

that assign the waiting time using the empirical distribution computed by Song

et al. [3] behave in the same way, while the model with use the diary generator

is able to reproduce more accurately the characteristic waiting time of the set of

individuals in New York City.

The number of trips made at each hour of the day, namely the activity per hour,

depicts the tendency of individuals to move at a certain hour of the day. This

measure is affected only by the time of the movements of individuals and neither

by the mechanism on which they choose the next location to explore nor by the

spatial tessellation used during the experiments. As we can see in Figure 13(b), the
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Figure 12 The three options considered for dealing with waiting time values under one hour; in
the first case we compare the distributions with all the values (a), in the second options we cut
the real distribution (b) and finally we re-map all the values < 1h in the value 1h.

models produce the same results with every tessellation, and the only model able to

reproduce the circadian rhythm of the individuals is STS-EPR. This is caused by

the fact that STS-EPR takes into account the preference of individuals to move at

specific times, while GeoSim, GeoSimd and GeoSimgravity takes into account only

the waiting times, without considering the hour of the day nor the preference of an

individual.

The behavior of the synthetic agents is slightly more predictable than the real

counterparts; this can be caused by the fact that in the presented models, a frac-

tion α (the social factor) of the displacements of an agent are based on the pre-

vious movements of its social contacts; this can increase the predictability of the

movements of the agents. The model that reproduces in a more similar way this

characteristic is STS-EPR.

The probability density function of the mobility similarity changes according to

the used model; as we can see from Figure 15, the baseline model and GeoSimd
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Figure 13 The only model able to reproduce the circadian rhythm of the individuals in the
dataset DNY C is GeoSimgravity(a); in the other models the probability of moving at a certain
hour is uniform. The choice of the tessellation does not influence this temporal measure (b).
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Figure 14 The probability density function of the number of check-ins made by the real
individuals and for models that pick the waiting time from the empirical distribution of Song et al.
[18] and for the model that use the diary generator (a). The probability density function of the
uncorrelated entropy (b).

produces similar shapes: the users connected in the graph GNYC have higher mobil-

ity similarity than random pairs of non connected users. The correlation between

mobility and sociality also holds for the trajectories produced by GeoSimgravity

and STS-EPR; the model that reproduces the mobility similarity more accurately

is STS-EPR (Figure 15(d)). Except for the models that does not use the gravity

law, the fine-grained tessellations produce better results (Figure 16(b)).

Our experiments reveal three main results. First, the proposed extension STS-

EPR produces synthetic trajectories having in general the best fit to the trajectories

in the dataset DNYC. Second result is that the choice of the spatial mechanism and

the temporal mechanism (empirical distribution or diary generator) used for picking
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Figure 15 The shape of the generated mobility similarity changes according to the model used; all
the generative models preserve the correlation between human mobility and sociality, the
movements of friends are more similar than those of strangers

the waiting time is important in order to reproduce accurately some properties of

the mobility trajectories; in general the gravity-law is the crucial mechanism for

reproducing correctly almost all the measure. Last, the choice of the granularity of

the weighted spatial tessellation depends on which measure we consider: for spatial

measures (jump length and radius of gyration) as well as for the location frequency

and mobility similarity a fine tessellation produces better results. In contrast, for

the other measures a larger tessellation produces better trajectories.

4.7 Summary of Results

For each mobility measure we report the table of the scores obtained through the

experiments, referred at the tessellation which gives the best overall result for that

specific measure in terms of the five scores used to quantify the similarity between

the real and the synthetic distributions. For each score, we report mean and standard

deviation, the best values for each score are reported in bold.
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Figure 16 The probability density function of the mobility similarity (a); generally a fine grained
tessellation produces better results, in GeoSim the good score with the tessellation LREL(2000)
can be caused by the smaller dimension of the location vectors assigned at an agent, and
consequently more likely to be similar at the one of its social contacts.

Jump Length. The following table summarizes the scores for the jump length,

using a tessellation LREL(250). The best models are the ones that use the gravity-

law mechanism in the choice of the next location to explore.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.1044±0.0002 0.0821±0.0004 0.0364±0.0006 0.0371±0.001

KL 0.5838±0.0052 0.2583±0.004 0.0363±0.0014 0.0366±0.0016

Hellinger 0.4298±0.0009 0.2783±0.0024 0.1149±0.0032 0.1114±0.004
spearman 0.3412±0.0213 0.9594±0.0183 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0
pearson 0.2934±0.0132 0.7201±0.0048 0.9366±0.0018 0.9787±0.0031

Table 3 Scores of the jump length measure.

Radius of Gyration. The scores reflect the fact that all the proposed models are

not able to reproduce small radii correctly (Figure 10). The most accurate model

is STS-EPR, the latter is the only model able to reduce in a significant way the

Kullback-Leibler divergence and the Hellinger-distance score.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.1064±0.0004 0.0957±0.0003 0.0627±0.0065 0.0345±0.0044

KL 9.481±0.411 6.4871±0.0229 1.4549±0.0442 0.8855±0.2103

Hellinger 0.6507±0.0031 0.5645±0.0011 0.2977±0.0136 0.2446±0.0112

spearman -0.3256±0.05 0.0842±0.0 0.8281±0.0 0.8299±0.0208

pearson -0.2666±0.0057 0.1402±0.0122 0.8613±0.017 0.8826±0.0361

Table 4 Scores of the radius of gyration measure; the considered spatial tessellation is LREL(250).

Location Frequency. For this measure the tessellation considered is LREL(250); all

the models are good in terms of Kullback-Leibler divergence, the only model able

to reduce the Hellinger-distance is STS-EPR.
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GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.0254±0.0002 0.0256±0.0002 0.0279±0.0001 0.0139±0.0002

KL 0.0079±0.0005 0.0077±0.0005 0.0023±0.0001 0.0089±0.0001

Hellinger 0.219±0.0005 0.2195±0.0003 0.2232±0.0002 0.1175±0.0005

spearman 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0

pearson 0.9991±0.0002 0.9993±0.0002 0.9992±0.0003 0.9943±0.0003

Table 5 Scores for the location frequency measure, the spatial tessellation considered is LREL(250).

Visits per Location. From the scores (Table 6) emerges the overestimation of both

GeoSim and GeoSimd (Kullback-Leibler of 7.7095 and 6.9719 respectively) in the

number of visits per location. The introduction of the concept of relevance and the

mechanism of the gravity-law give the best scores.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.1013±0.0 0.1013±0.0 0.0869±0.0008 0.0464±0.0025

KL 6.7095±0.0067 6.9719±0.0137 0.3135±0.024 0.0307±0.0052

Hellinger 0.4674±0.0 0.4674±0.0 0.2696±0.0047 0.1187±0.0055

spearman -0.5267±0.0286 -0.5965±0.0196 1.0±0.0 0.9982±0.0036

pearson -0.1955±0.0011 -0.2276±0.0066 0.8856±0.0166 0.9976±0.0014

Table 6 Scores for the visits per location measure, the spatial tessellation considered is LREL(1000).

Waiting Time(s). From the three tables below we can see how the scores changes

according to the distribution of the waiting time considered; considering also values

1 < h (Table 7) no model is able to reproduce correctly the real distribution, cutting

from the real distribution all the waiting times 1 < h (Table 8) or remapping to

an hour (Table 9) produce better scores; the model that best fits this measure is

STS-EPR.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.0004±0.0 0.0004±0.0 0.0004±0.0 0.0004±0.0

KL 3.6461±0.0008 3.6405±0.0008 3.642±0.0025 2.9627±0.0057

Hellinger 0.0344±0.0 0.0344±0.0 0.0344±0.0 0.0341±0.0

spearman 0.1588±0.0 0.2658±0.0 0.2444±0.0428 0.322±0.0655

pearson -0.1667±0.0001 -0.1653±0.0001 -0.1655±0.0006 -0.1779±0.0022

Table 7 Scores for the waiting time distribution.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0

KL 0.5619±0.0011 0.5609±0.0003 0.5644±0.0027 0.0423±0.0031

Hellinger 0.0065±0.0 0.0065±0.0 0.0065±0.0 0.0014±0.0001

spearman 0.5179±0.0 0.5179±0.0 0.5254±0.0149 0.8851±0.0281

pearson 0.9154±0.0001 0.9154±0.0002 0.9153±0.0003 0.9769±0.0009

Table 8 Scores for the waiting time distribution where are considered only values ≥ 1 hour.
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GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0

KL 0.1976±0.0006 0.1972±0.0004 0.198±0.0007 0.2045±0.0051

Hellinger 0.0043±0.0 0.0043±0.0 0.0042±0.0 0.0029±0.0

spearman 0.5179±0.0 0.5179±0.0 0.5254±0.0149 0.8851±0.0281

pearson 0.975±0.0001 0.9749±0.0002 0.9751±0.0001 0.9178±0.0015

Table 9 Scores for the waiting time distribution where the values ≥ 1 hour are considered as 1 hour.

Activity per Hour. The three models that use the empirical distribution of Song

et al. [18] in the waiting time choice behave the same. The only model able to

reproduce the circadian rhythm is STS-EPR.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 0.0234±0.0001 0.0234±0.0 0.0234±0.0 0.0047±0.0001

KL 0.1797±0.0007 0.1801±0.0004 0.18±0.0006 0.0075±0.0003

Hellinger 0.2268±0.0004 0.227±0.0002 0.2269±0.0004 0.0431±0.0009

spearman -0.1078±0.2374 -0.2607±0.1109 -0.2214±0.1681 0.9786±0.0016

pearson -0.2008±0.1717 -0.2962±0.0873 -0.2531±0.1352 0.9834±0.0006

Table 10 Scores for the activity per hour measure.

Uncorrelated Entropy. The best tessellation for this measure is LREL(2000); all

the models are not able to reproduce in an accurate way the distribution of the

uncorrelated entropy of the individuals in New York City.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 2.0942±0.0405 2.0842±0.0207 2.4114±0.0141 2.2734±0.0129

KL 7.3433±0.0099 7.3404±0.0048 7.4983±0.0147 3.4449±0.2474

Hellinger 1.7999±0.0085 1.7974±0.0042 1.9059±0.0078 1.7716±0.0242

spearman 0.5276±0.0 0.5276±0.0 0.5276±0.0 0.768±0.0

pearson 0.5544±0.0021 0.555±0.0011 0.5357±0.0009 0.5456±0.0014

Table 11 Scores for the uncorrelated entropy measure.

Mobility Similarity. The best model for what concern the distribution of the mo-

bility similarity with respect the social graph G is STS-EPR. In this case the use

of the gravity-law with the waiting times chosen from the empirical distribution of

Song et al. [18] gives the worst result; using a diary generator and the gravity law

like in STS-EPR is the best choice according to the results presented in Table 12.

GeoSim GeoSimd GeoSimgravity STS-EPR

RMSE 1.3609±0.0236 1.3677±0.021 1.904±0.0478 0.9007±0.0318

KL 0.5013±0.0085 0.495±0.007 0.7998±0.0403 0.2568±0.0238

Hellinger 1.2843±0.0091 1.2743±0.0092 1.5087±0.0284 0.7958±0.018

spearman 0.1345±0.0225 0.1879±0.0153 0.4594±0.0145 0.9222±0.0102

pearson 0.9432±0.0041 0.9517±0.0033 0.8638±0.0311 0.9785±0.0028

Table 12 The scores referred to the measure mobility similarity using a tessellation LREL(250).
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Figure 17 The heatmap relative at the 14,895 check-ins made by 622 individual during an
observation period of three months (April 2012 to July 2012) in London. From the heatmap
emerges an high concentration of check-ins in the borough of Westminster and City of London.

4.8 Modeling ability in new scenarios

For assessing the modeling ability of the proposed model in other scenarios beyond

New York City, we simulate the mobility for a set of individuals moving in the area

of London for three months. Specifically, we instantiate STS-EPR on a weighted

spatial tessellation with a granularity of 250 meters. The dataset DLON , relative at

the mobility of the individuals in London, is created using the same modus operandi

as for the New York City dataset DNY C ; DLON contains 14,895 check-ins (Figure

17) made by 622 users connected in a social graph GLON which has 1,185 edges.

The weighted spatial tessellation LLON(250) computed over DLON contains 2,800

relevant locations.

First, we verify that the model is not city-dependent ; we instantiate the model

with full knowledge of the London scenario (diary generator MDLON and weighted

spatial tessellation LLON(250)); as shown in Table 13, the model is able to generate

trajectories (Figure 18) with realistic mobility patterns.

Next, we simulate three scenarios where we have partial or no information about

the displacements and the circadian rhythm of the individuals in London. In the

first scenario (None scenario), we assume to know nothing about the mobility of

the individuals in London. We use the Mobility Diary Generator MDNYC computed

for New York City, and we generate the weighted spatial tessellation assigning a

relevance wi for a location ri from a truncated power-law P (w) ≈ (w)−βe−w/λ

where β = 1.25 and λ = 104. We fit the parameters over the distribution of the

relevance of the locations in New York City. In the second scenario (MD scenario),

we assume to know only the routine of the individuals in London using the Mobility

Diary Generator MDLON and the weighted spatial tessellation used by the model

is the one fitted on the New York’s locations. In the last scenario (LLON scenario),
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Table 13 Table of the results for the experiments of individuals’ mobility in London. Every of the first
four rows corresponds to a different scenario described above; the last row reports the results of the
experiments in New York City using the tessellation granularity of 250 meters. Every column refers to
a standard mobility measure. Every cell reports the mean Kullback-Leibler score (first row) and the
standard deviation (second row).

we assume to know only the real weighted spatial tessellation LLON(250) using the

Mobility Diary Generator MDNY C .

(a) (b)

Figure 18 A spatial representation of the trajectory of a real individual (a) and a synthetic
individual (b) moving in London; the latter is generated using the model STS-EPR with the
weighted spatial tessellation LREL(250) computer over DLON . Figures generated with
scikit-mobility [26].

As shown in Table 13, STS-EPR reproduces the standard mobility measures accu-

rately, with results similar to those obtained in the experiments concerning the area

of New York City. The model can generate realistic trajectories, even with a lack

of information. Without including neither the diary generator of the individuals in

London nor the weighted spatial tessellation computed over DLON (first row Table

13), the scores are in general worst than the full-knowledge scenario but still good

considering that the model use no information about the mobility behavior of the

individuals in London. Including in the model, in a complementary way, the real
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weighted spatial tessellation and the real Mobility Diary, we obtain more realistic

trajectories in terms of spatial and spatio-temporal patterns, respectively.

The model replicates the distribution of the jump length associated with the

synthetic trajectories (Figure 19(a)) accurately; instead, the models cannot replicate

the shape of the distribution of the radius of gyration (Figure 19(b)).
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Figure 19 The probability density function for the jump length (a) and radius of gyration (b)
computed for the real and synthetic trajectories.

Both the measures concerning the frequency and the number of visits in each

location are reproduced accurately by the synthetic trajectories; the model in the

experiments which uses the Mobility Diary Generator of New York City underes-

timates the frequency for the first ten locations (Figure 20(a)); the same holds for

the visits per location measure where is present a slightly underestimation of the

number of location with a small number of visits. (Figure 20(b)).
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Figure 20 The probability density function for the location frequency (a) and visits per location
(b) computed for the real and synthetic trajectories.
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Figure 21 shows how the waiting time, in the three variants presented before, is

affected by the amount of real information known by the model for values > 105.

From Figure 22(a) is evident the different circadian rhythm between the individuals
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Figure 21 The three options considered for dealing with waiting time values under one hour; in
the first case we compare the distributions with all the values (a), in the second options we cut
the real distribution (b) and finally we re-map all the values < 1h in the value 1h. The knowledge
of the model affects the distribution only for values > 105.

in New York City and London. The circadian rhythm of the individuals in New York

is characterized by three peaks, while for individuals in London, it is characterized

by two peaks. This can be explained due to the different socio-cultural behaviors

of the two studied populations. The predictability of the synthetic agents is not

influenced by the knowledge modeled by STS-EPR (Figure 22(b)). The mobility

similarity distribution between the generated trajectories of the agents, changes

according to the real information included in the model (Figure 16(a)); without the

use of the real weighted spatial tessellation the model underestimate the mobility

similarity between connected users.

These experiments demonstrate and validate the applicability of STS-EPR in

urban areas beyond New York City. It can be used in an unseen scenario using a
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Figure 22 The distribution of the activity per hour measure (a) where is evident the different
routine from individuals of New York City and London. Figure (b) shows that the predictability of
the agents does not change significantly according to the information known.
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Figure 23 The distribution of the mobility similarity for the individuals in London considering the
actual social graph and a random one (a). The distribution of the mobility similarity for the
generated trajectories; without the use of the real weighted spatial tessellation the model
underestimate the mobility similarity between connected users.

pre-computed Mobility Diary Generator[3] and a weighted spatial tessellation with

relevance picked from the empirical truncated-power law P (w) ≈ (w)−βe−w/λ where

β = 1.25 and λ = 104.

5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this work, we develop a model that considers the social dimension and spatial

and temporal dimensions during the generation of the synthetic trajectories.

[3]A pre-computed Mobility Diary Generator is available at https://github.com/kdd-

lab/2019 Cornacchia

https://github.com/kdd-lab/2019_Cornacchia
https://github.com/kdd-lab/2019_Cornacchia
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Starting from GeoSim, we include three mobility mechanisms to improve its mod-

eling ability: a mechanism that takes into account the distance from the current

location and the location to explore; the relevance of a location together with the

distance from the current location using a gravity-law; an algorithm that captures

the tendency of individuals to follow or break their routine. We also include other

novel additional mechanisms: the RSL (Relevance-based Starting Location) prin-

ciple, which considers the relevance during the assignment of the agents at their

starting location; the reachable location concept, where we model the fact that an

agent, associated with waiting time, can visit only the locations reachable traveling

at a certain speed for the associated amount of time; the concept of the popularity

of an agent at a collective level during the contact selection phase, when an agent

decides to explore a new location; and we specify how to deal with borderline cases,

proposing an action correction phase.

Our experiments on 1,001 individuals connected in a social graph, moving for

three months in the urban area of New York City, reveal that STS-EPR can gen-

erate realistic trajectories. Interestingly, both the mechanisms and the tessellation

granularity are crucial to producing realistic trajectories. We further validate the

modeling ability of STS-EPR simulating the mobility of individuals moving in Lon-

don, including in the model different levels of knowledge concerning their mobility

behaviors. From the results obtained, we can conclude that the model can generate

realistic mobility trajectories independently from the urban area considered, and

even with a lack of crucial information.

The proposed model can be further improved in several directions. The concept

of spatial distance between the current location and the location to visit in the

next displacement is considered only in the individual exploration; it can also be

considered in the other cases together with the visitation pattern of the individual.

In the proposed models, the social graph is static. An interesting improvement

can be to consider a dynamic social graph where the agents can create new links.

Another consideration is that, for example, during the working hours, an individual

tends to interact mainly with its colleagues. In contrast, evening activities will

be influenced mostly by its family or friends [14]. The social relationships of an

individual change with time and the social graph can be modeled as a time-varying

social graph: a graph where the weight of the connections changes according to the

time and the social community of the contact. Currently, in the models, there is no

representation of the urban infrastructure like urban roads. An improvement can be

to consider the road network of a city and the speed limit associated with each road.

In this scenario, the agent reaches its selected location traveling through the road

infrastructure, respecting the speed limits associated with the roads on its path.

An interesting improvement can be to use a different weighted spatial tessellation

from the squared one used during our experiments. For example, a tessellation where

the tiles do not cover the same area, but rather that contains a specific amount of

population. In this way, a high population area will be partitioned in many small

tiles; in contrast, a low population area will be represented with a small number

of large tiles. Two libraries that allow this partition of the space in hierarchical

hexagon tessellation are Uber’s H3[4] and Google S2 Geometry[5]. From the exper-

[4]https://eng.uber.com/h3
[5]https://s2geometry.io

https://eng.uber.com/h3
https://s2geometry.io
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iments emerges that the use of a correct Mobility Diary Generator is essential to

generate realistic trajectories; as shown in Section 4.8, the circadian rhythm varies

between populations to their socio-cultural tradition. Different factors can shape the

circadian rhythm of a population. An interesting improvement is designing a model

to generate a plausible Mobility Diary Generator, if it is not available, starting from

information about a population, such as the working hours schedule, opening hours

of activities (e.g., schools, restaurants, shops). Also, the relevance of the locations

plays a crucial role; when information about the relevance is not available, a solution

besides the use of the population density is to assign a relevance according to the

empirical power-law distribution presented in Section 4.8. However, the heatmaps

relative to the check-ins in New York City and London show that the relevant loca-

tions are clustered in space, and this can not be modeled using only the power-law

distribution. A solution can be to create a model in which the relevance of a location

is more likely to be high if it surrounded by relevant locations. Artificial Intelligence

techniques, such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), are used to gener-

ate synthetic trajectories that follow the distribution of real mobility trajectories

used as a train dataset [27]. GANs can be embedded into the mechanistic models

to produce more realistic trajectories, capturing the aspects of human movements

that can not be modeled from the mechanisms of such generative models [27]. This

hybrid model could represent a further step forward in modeling and understanding

human mobility.
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Appendix
GeoSimd

A modeling limit of GeoSim concerns the spatial patterns of the generated synthetic

trajectories. GeoSim does not take into account the distance from the current lo-

cation and the location to explore [16], since the destination of the next move is

chosen uniformly at random. Consequently, the probability density functions for

both jump size and radius of gyration of the generated trajectories do not follow

the proper empirical distribution [4].

The power-law behavior of the probability density function of the jump length

suggests that individuals are more likely to move at small rather than long distances.

To take into account this observation in the first extension of GeoSim, namely

GeoSimd, in the Exploration-Individual action an agent a currently at location rj ,

selects an unvisited location ri, with i ∈ expa, with probability p(ri) ∝ 1
dij

where

dij is the geographic distance between location ri and rj .

GeoSimgravity

Individuals do not consider the distance from a place as the only discriminant fac-

tor while selecting the next location to explore. They are driven by a preferential-

exploration force in the selection of the new location to explore [23, 2]. The individ-

uals take into account also the relevance of a location at a collective level together
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with the distance from their current location. The method used for coupling both

the distance and the relevance is the same used in the d -EPR model [23]: the use

of a gravity law. The usage of the gravity model is justified by the accuracy of the

gravity model to estimate origin-destination matrices even at the country level [23].

In GeoSimgravity, the second proposed extension of GeoSim, an agent a currently

at location rj , during the Exploration-Individual action selects an unvisited location

ri, with i ∈ expa, with probability p(ri) ∝ wiwj

d2ij
where dij is the geographic distance

between location ri and rj and wi, wj represent their relevance.

The relevance of a location can be estimated through the measure visits per

location (Sect. 4.1), using a real mobility dataset. In case the real information is

not available, the relevance of a location can be estimated using the population

density [2].
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